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Deadly Class Volume 6 This Is Not The End
Travel to the land of Oz with Dorothy and find out what inspired the forthcoming film
blockbuster Oz: The Great and Powerful
Change the world with a bullet. It's 1987 and homeless teenager Marcus Lopez
Arguello has no reson to keep living. Until one fateful evening he is approached by a
mysterious girl who invites him to join Kings Dominion Atelier of the Deadly Arts, a
brutal, clandestine high school, where the world's top crime families send the next
generation of assassins to be trained. Murder is an art, killing is a craft and the dagger
in your back is no metaphor.--Page 4 of cover, volume 1.
This new edition of RICK REMENDER and WESCRAIG's DEADLY CLASS, VOL. 1
features a media tie-in photo cover with keyimagery from the highly anticipated SYFY
series-coming in 2019 from ExecutiveProducers the RUSSO BROTHERS (Directors of
Avengers: InfinityWar)!! "The characters are so vividand the storytelling so perfectly
paced, it's impossible to not becomeabsolutely engrossed... If you're sick of corporate,
licensed characters thatnever grow or change, give Deadly Class a read."-Nerdist
Welcome to themost brutal high school on earth, where the world's top crime families
send thenext generation of assassins to be trained. Murder is an art. Killing is acraft. At
Kings Dominion School for the Deadly Arts, the dagger in your backisn't always
metaphorical. CollectsDEADLY CLASS #1-6
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The crew returns to Kings Dominion to discover things have changed in their absence.
Master Lin's schemes are revealed in the authors' darkly humorous look at the 1980s
underground comes full circle. Collects #36-40.
Collecting the first three arcs of REMENDER and CRAIG's twistedly humorous story of
a group of damaged teens enrolled in a secret high school, training to become the
world's greatest assassins. Presented in oversized hardcover format! Collects DEADLY
CLASS #1-16
Marcus Lopez is settling into life at Kings Dominion for the Deadly Arts, a secret elite
school, to train the next generation of assassins. He has a girl, a circle of friends, and
he's learning a trade: the craft of killing. But his murderous past is about to catch up
with him, and there are a few things about Marcus that even his friends don't know.
Secrets that threaten the lives of everyone around him. Because there's a reason
Marcus was sought out by the school's shadowy principal Master Lin, a man who's long
had an eye for Marcus's unique talents. Continuing the story of a group of damaged,
deranged, and struggling teenagers living through one of the country's most vibrant and
chilling eras. Collecting DEADLY CLASS #7-11.
The crew returns to Kings Dominion to discover things have changed in their absence.
The program has changed. Master Lin's schemes revealed. Betrayal. Mystery. The
secret of the catacombs beneath the school. A reckoning for the corrupt. Our friends try
to hold everything together as Freshman Finals loom ever closer RICK REMENDER
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and WES CRAIG's darkly humorous look at the 1980s underground comes full circle.
Collects DEADLY CLASS #36-39, FCBD 2019 DEADLY CLASS KILLER SET (ONESHOT)
Saya's secret history is finally revealed as she faces down a horde of assassins, who
have come for more than just her life.
"BONE MACHINE," Part Five Finals are here but Marcus plans haven't gone as
expected. Quite the opposite. While he was making plans for Kings Dominion, Master
Lin was making plans for him. The fifth and final issue in the "Bone Machine" story arc
promises many unexpected and shocking events.
This new edition of RICK REMENDER and WES CRAIG’s DEADLY CLASS, VOL. 1
features a media tie-in photo cover with key imagery from the highly anticipated SYFY
series—coming in 2019 from Executive Producers the RUSSO BROTHERS(Directors of
Avengers: Infinity War)!! “DEADLY CLASS is a solid read for those who want a
combination of MARK MILLAR’sWANTEDand Harry Potterwith GARTH ENNIS’s
(Preacher) style.” —Library Journal(Starred Review) Welcome to the most brutal high
school on earth, where the world’s top crime families send the next generation of
assassins to be trained. Murder is an art. Killing is a craft. At Kings Dominion School for
the Deadly Arts, the dagger in your back isn’t always metaphorical. Collects DEADLY
CLASS #1-6
Even teens training to be the world's coldest killers need a day off, so Marcus and
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Maria hit the streets of San Francisco. But you know what doesn't mesh well with too
much booze and heartbreak? A seething cartel hit squad! It's true. Look it up.
In a society that purges thirteen-year-olds who are creative, identical twins Aaron and
Alex are separated, one to attend University while the other, supposedly Eliminated,
finds himself in a wondrous place where youths hone their abilities and learn magic.
Adam Silvera reminds us that there’s no life without death and no love without loss in
this devastating yet uplifting story about two people whose lives change over the course
of one unforgettable day. New York Times bestseller * 4 starred reviews * A School
Library Journal Best Book of the Year * A Kirkus Best Book of the Year * A Booklist
Editors' Choice of 2017 * A Bustle Best YA Novel of 2017 * A Paste Magazine Best YA
Book of 2017 * A Book Riot Best Queer Book of 2017 * A Buzzfeed Best YA Book of
the Year * A BookPage Best YA Book of the Year On September 5, a little after
midnight, Death-Cast calls Mateo Torrez and Rufus Emeterio to give them some bad
news: They’re going to die today. Mateo and Rufus are total strangers, but, for different
reasons, they’re both looking to make a new friend on their End Day. The good news:
There’s an app for that. It’s called the Last Friend, and through it, Rufus and Mateo
are about to meet up for one last great adventure—to live a lifetime in a single day. In
the tradition of Before I Fall and If I Stay, They Both Die at the End is a tour de force
from acclaimed author Adam Silvera, whose debut, More Happy Than Not, the New
York Times called “profound.”
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Collects and analyzes seventy years of communist crimes that offer details on Kim
Sung's Korea, Vietnam under "Uncle Ho," and Cuba under Castro.
Saya gives Marcus lessons. They're going to need a bomb to take down F*ckface.
"BONE MACHINE," Part Three Betrayal threatens to ruin everything Marcus has been
planning.
CLASS IS BACK IN SESSION AS RICK REMENDER & WES CRAIG'S HIT SERIES
ROLLS INTO ITS SECOND ARC! Narrowly escaping death in Las Vegas, Marcus and
his remaining gang return to Kings Dominion High School for the Deadly Arts. But
they're about to learn a hard lesson: blood begets blood, and no bad deed goes
unpunished.
"SAVE YOUR GENERATION," Part Three Saya hides in the shadows of San Francisco
avoiding her brother's killers until an unexpected visitor from the past forces her to
choose between survival and the family throne she covets. When you love someone, is
it forever? Can you rediscover those feelings once the flame is out?
How do individuals decide whether to accept human causes of climate change,
vaccinate their children, or wear a mask during a pandemic? In Science Denial: Why It
Happens and What to Do About It, psychologists Gale Sinatra and Barbara Hofer
identify the problem of science denial and offer tools for addressing it.
The Sophomore exam draws near as another year comes to a close in RICK
REMENDER and WES CRAIG's smash-hit series. Collects DEADLY CLASS #40-44
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The freshman class has gotten a bloody welcome to Kings Dominion, as the newly
empowered student council holds brutal sway over the hallways and dorms. If you're
not part of the group, you're part of the body count. Meanwhile, Saya's own mysterious
past comes back to haunt her. Betrayal and subterfuge are around every corner. And
far from the bloodshed are Marcus and Maria, rare survivors of the deadliest school on
earth, harboring dark desires for revenge. Don't miss the darkest and most revealing
chapter of RICK REMENDER & WES CRAIGÍs smash-hit series DEADLY CLASS.
Collects DEADLY CLASS #27-31
In the throes of a horrible acid trip, Marcus's grip on reality slips, casting him into the
depths of his own past. A past filled with blood and ash. What dark secrets is he hiding?
And will he have time to face them before one of the killers out for his blood puts a knife
in his heart?
It's 1987, and homeless teenager Marcus Lopez Arguello has no reason to keep living.
Until one fateful evening, when he is approached by a mysterious girl who invites him to
join Kings Dominion Atelier of the Deadly Arts -- a brutal, clandestine high school,
where the world's top crime families send the next generation of assassins to be
trained. Murder is an art, killing is a craft, and the dagger in your back is no metaphor.
"SAVE YOUR GENERATION," Part One Critically acclaimed bestseller DEADLY
CLASS returns in the apathy of the slacker era. Join MARCUS in 1991 where he lives
in a bathtub, delivers pizza, and hides from the bite of reality. Haunted by his past and
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unable to change his ways, he self-medicates with drugs, sex, and music snobbery. But
his past is never too far behind him.
Marcus and Maria have resurfaced, and with them a whole ocean of bad blood crashes on the
shores. Shabnam and the Student Council are out to put Marcus and Maria in the grave for
good this time, Saya's maniacal brother Kenji stokes the flames of hatred, and in the shadows
of those flames looms Headmaster Lin, waiting to reward whoever is left standing with a place
by his sideÑor a sharp knife in the back. ItÕs 1989 and the era is drawing to a close, but it's
going to take as many poor bastards with it into oblivion as it can. Collects DEADLY CLASS
#32-35
"BONE MACHINE," Part Two A nice, relaxing trip to a remote cabin in the woods what could
go wrong?
A forgotten and misunderstood generation wedged betweentwo monoliths struggles to find
their place in a world that is whollydisinterested in them. Year-by-year, as their cynicism is
proven the onlyrational perspective, as the elastic cushion of youth fades, our friends mustface
a worldwide pandemic made up of the evils that once seemed relegated onlyto the halls of
Kings Dominion. Collects DEADLYCLASS #45-51
"NEVER GO BACK," Part One (of Five) Before Marcus can return to class he has to go on a
different kind of journey. One fueled by regret, sorrow, and peyote. Only when he's faced the
demons that lurk within his own soul can he hope to stand toe-to-toe with Master Lin and make
good on his vow to bring an end to Kings Dominion forever. RICK REMENDER and WES
CRAIG's darkly humorous look at the 1980s underground comes full circle. Hollywood News:
Soon to be a SyFy TV series airing in 2019.
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Collecting the first three arcs of REMENDER and CRAIG 's twistedly humorous story of a
group of damaged teens enrolled in a secret high school, training to become the world 's
greatest assassins. Presented in oversized hardcover format!
Marcus and his girlfriend Maria are thrown to the wolves when a Mexican Cartel, the family of a
classmate they were forced to kill, comes gunning for revenge. The true costs of the life he's
chosen to live are only just dawning on Marcus. The troubled teen has never been more
troubled.
Collecting arcs four through six of RickRemender and Wes Craig's ongoing darkly humorous
drama about the lives of'80s teens training in a secret academy to either become assassins
orstand up and become humans. Presented in deluxe oversized hardcoverformat! Collects
DEADLY CLASS#17-31
Collecting arcs 4-6 of RICK REMENDER and WES CRAIG's ongoing darkly humorous drama
of the lives of '80s teens training in a secret academy to either become assassins or stand up
and become humans. Presented in deluxe oversized hardcover format! Collects DEADLY
CLASS #17-31
For the first time in his life, teenage assassin-in-training Marcus Lopez has a lot to lose: a circle
of friends, a lover, a home. All these things are on the line when a terrifying figure from Marcus'
own shadowy past comes back into his life to torment him. It all started during those years
Marcus spent in an orphanage, the year's he's chronicled in his secret journal.
“SAVE YOUR GENERATION,” Part Four It’s the ones who hurt us that leave the mind
endlessly curious. No love can outweigh true damage. And there’s no greater damage than
the betrayal of someone you truly loved.
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“SAVE YOUR GENERATION" Everyone’s favorite assassin undergrads are back! It’s a new
era, but old habits die hard—and old grudges die even harder. Can the latchkey kids of a
forgotten generation find their footing in a world that can’t understand them and doesn't care
to try? Collects DEADLY CLASS #45-48
When a meteorite lands in Surrey, the locals don't know what to make of it. But as Martians
emerge and begin killing bystanders, it quickly becomes clear—England is under attack. Armed
soldiers converge on the scene to ward off the invaders, but meanwhile, more Martian
cylinders land on Earth, bringing reinforcements. As war breaks out across England, the locals
must fight for their lives, but life on Earth will never be the same. This is an unabridged version
of one of the first fictional accounts of extraterrestrial invasion. H. G. Wells's military science
fiction novel was first published in book form in 1898, and is considered a classic of English
literature.
Ò"SAVE YOUR GENERATION," Part Two A reunion of old friends and old business that must
be handled. A glimpse into the past. The salvation of the wreckage of the future.
The Sophomore exam draws near as another year comes to aclose in RICK REMENDER and
WES CRAIG's smash-hit series. COLLECTS DEADLY CLASS#40-44
Now suffering from the aftermath of the sentient swamp, The Mosak follow Adam to JevaliaÍs
childhood home to discover a trampled paradise, the bled souls of its heroes, and a fetid
industry thirsting for more. SEVEN TO ETERNITY is proud to welcome superstar JAMES
HARREN as a special guest artist to unveil the heights of heroism in a world awash with
corruption.
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